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Finding my Shadow:
A Journey of Self-Discovery
Finding my Shadow is the deeply personal autobiography of Diego Bastianutti, a prize-winning poet and artist based in Vancouver. The book traces
the author’s long and difficult journey across many borders, both physical
and emotional, as a young boy twice uprooted from his Italian homeland, as
a refugee in Italy who is then transplanted as a D.P. (Displaced Person) to
the USA, and finally as a student, teacher, vice-consul, and life partner in
Canada. Bastianutti’s fragmented life leaves him with few if any memories.
Unsure about his own identity, he creates a Persona, but it’s a fiction that
casts no shadow. Thanks to a special person and three amazing friends he
will finally be able to find his shadow and reclaim his identity.
In Finding my Shadow, Diego Bastianutti explores the complicated issues of
displacement and identity with intelligence and lyricism. He recounts his
journey from child exile and scorned outsider to esteemed poet and nomad,
as he both finds and helps create the far-flung Giuliano-Dalmata
community.
Caterina Edwards, author of Finding Rosa. A Mother with
Alzheimer's, a Daughter in Search of the Past

For those who have gone into exile, a return home is almost impossible. In
this book Diego Bastianutti narrates his long and complex search, as an exile
from Fiume and an immigrant in North America, for his disrupted self. The
story of his life thus becomes the collective portrait of a dispersed people in
search of a place and an identity.
Rosanna Turcinovich Giuricin, La Voce di Fiume
In this story of exile, migration, and endless returns, Diego Bastianutti is a
modern pilgrim who crosses seas, looks for a place of origin, and learns to
relinquish it. In this journey of self-discovery, he invites us to revisit the
cultural, social, and emotional foundations that anchor and dislodge,
reassure and unsettle, with steadfast devotion to love and friendship.
Sandra Parmegiani, University of Guelph
Diego Bastianutti recounts his extraordinary life as an artist, refugee, and
intellectual. In so doing, he also tells the story of the Julian-Dalmatian exile
after World War Two. Bastianutti’s autobiography is a book about both a
poet and a people, and a valuable contribution to the history of Italians in
North America.
Henry Veggian, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill
Diego Bastianutti has published seven collections of poetry in Italian and
English and the award-winning translation of a major selection of Giuseppe
Ungaretti’s works. He is the winner of the 2008 International Literary Prize
Umberto Saba (Trieste) and was a finalist for the F.G. Bressani Literary
Prize (2009) awarded by the Association of Italian Canadian Writers.
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one (1) copy of Bastianutti, Finding my Shadow at $30 =
$ ____30____
plus postage (please select the correct amount of postage from the line below): $ __________
to Canada $5; to USA $10,; to Europe $20
Total payment enclosed: $ __________
To pay by credit card:
Canadian customers, visit:
https://buy.stripe.com/cN2dSC9O2f776e4dQX
USA customers, visit:
https://buy.stripe.com/7sI7ue5xMaQR7i8eV2
International customers, visit:
https://buy.stripe.com/3cs01MbWa2kl0TKeV3
To pay by e-transfer: email this completed form and your payment (via Interact or online banking) to:
info@giulianodalmato.com
To pay by cheque: fill out this form and send it, along with your cheque payable to ‘Club Giuliano
Dalmato’, to:
Club Giuliano Dalmato di Toronto
24 Ashton Manor
Toronto, ON M8Y 2N5
Canada

Name _______________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Email
_____________________________________
Phone _____________________________________
Signature ____________________________________
If you would like to order 2 or more copies, please send us a message at
info@giulianodalmato.com so that we can determine the correct amount of
postage necessary for your package and the total amount of payment necessary.
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